A subtitle that defines me

The heart wants what it wants.

My personality is driven by emotional authenticity and following my heart's desires. I prioritize deep connections, take risks, and embrace change to pursue what truly matters to me, which may lead to unpredictability and vulnerability.
1 thing I am proud of

Ability to light up any room

I possess the remarkable ability to uplift others with my positive energy and create a warm, welcoming atmosphere. My presence is a source of joy and optimism, leaving a lasting, positive impact on those around me.
My greatest hobby-? **Creative Arts**
It allows me to freely express myself and find endless inspiration in the process.

My favourite dish-? **Anything Mexican**

My favourite movie/show-? **This is the End**

My favourite music-? **Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Coke studio Pakistan, Abida Parveen**

My favourite destination-? **Dubai - UAE**
7 life dimensions

Career ★
Friends & family ★
Health ★
Personal growth ★
Spirituality ★★★
Creative outlets ★★★
Social causes ★★★

Green dot – I'm crushing it
Yellow dot – I need to work on this a little
Red dot – I need to work on this a lot
Blue dot – This is not a priority for me right now
My learning style

*Converger*

2 strengths:
- Problem solving
- Deductive reasoning

1 opportunity:
- Exploring my limits and capabilities

Buddy:
- Varnika